The current state of validating the accuracy of clinical data reporting: lessons to be learned from quality and process improvement scientists.
We believe that the current practice in HAI reporting of using estimation approaches rather than quality control approaches to data supply chain validation might be supportable for research. However, we believe that it should not be the standard recommended practice for program managers who need to ensure that their data supply chain produces data of sustainably reliable quality over time to ensure maximum protection of the public’s health. Therefore, we strongly recommend an immediate, synergistic alignment of the state-of-the-art validation acceptance-sampling methods and science currently used widely in industry with the needs and logistics of the tasks involved in collecting, sampling, evaluating, and reporting HAI data. We believe that the American public deserves to have its best technology and its “A Team” on the field in this effort and that involving the ASQ, its Healthcare Division, its quality scientists, and its intellectual capital resources could dramatically improve the HAI quality reporting system. Our people and our healthcare system deserve no less!